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HUSQVARNA MOTARD KIT
DISCLAIMER
This information is only provided as a 
guide to adapt secondhand CBR250R 
wheels to TE610 models with the 
25mm front axle. However, other 
riders are supplying specs for adapting 
these wheels to other models - see 
the appendices.
It is your responsibility to have all 
inspections or approvals done that 
may be necessary for use on your 
bike, regardless of track use or 
particularly use on public roads! Also, 
any insurance you have may be void without having your modifications assessed and approved by 
the relevant authorities in your region. There’s no implied or expressed warranty on the information 
in this pack. 
While the parts mentioned in this kit are over-engineered for safety if made from mild steel, it is 
still your responsibility to have the kit fully checked and approved for use before using it. If you use 
alloys to reduce the weight of various parts, again it is your responsibility to ensure appropriate 
alloys are used that are strong and durable enough to meet any applicable safety and public road 
standards and laws. Motorbike riding is dangerous enough without cutting corners on important 
issues like adapting cast wheels to a trail bike.

potential inaccuracies
Please note this kit was developed on a 2008 TE610. Husqvarna assures us that the wheels are all 
interchangeable on the later models with 25mm axles but the evidence is against this. A rider has 
kindly offered his specs on adapting these wheels to a TE250 2006 model - see the appendix for 
details. Also, someone with a 2006 TE610 say the front wheel specs didn’t work - see the appendix 
for his specs. 
I’d suggest you mock up the wheel spacers with washers first to see if the specs provided will suit 
your bike, regardless of its model or year! If the specs don’t work, please let me know so I can 
advise via the website if there is a difference on further models or years. 

feedback and copyright
We welcome your feedback on this information pack to improve it for other motarders.
This pack is sold cheaply to cover the costs of putting together, so we’d appreciate if you simply 
referred other Husky owners to our site and not break copyright by posting this information pack on 
the Internet. 

Ken Campbell   motard.drz400@gmail.com



CAST OR SPOKED WHEELS?
You’ve got a TE450, TE510 or TE610 with the 25mm front axle and want 
a budget motard kit. If you haven’t already decided, you need to choose 
between cast wheels or spoked wheels.

ADVANTAGES OF CAST WHEELS
CHEAPER
Cast wheels are much cheaper; if you choose the right wheels, get them 
at a good price, you should come out with everything — wheels, tyres, 
discs, sprocket, speedo drive, spacers and caliper adapter — well under 
AUD$1000 or US$700. If you hunt around carefully, you can get new 
budget spoked wheels for around this price, but then you need tyres, 
discs and sprocket so you are rapidly heading to double the price.
CUSH DRIVE & BETTER BRAKE OPTIONS 
A cush drive prolongs the life of your chain, sprockets and transmission 
significantly. Your rear wheel slides slightly in dirt under power and 
engine braking; this acts as a cush drive in itself, but road riding causes 
a lot of extra wear and tear on single cylinder supermotard bikes without 
a cush drive hub. Of course if you aren’t keeping your bike for years, this 
has less impact, but you’ll still spend less on chains and sprockets.
The cush drive also provides a smoother ride and less chain snatch at 
lower revs, and there’s less chance of the rear wheel breaking loose if 
accelerating hard out of corners with a cush drive.
NO SPOKE MAINTENANCE & EASIER TYRE CHANGES
What else? No spoke maintenance with cast wheels, and changing your 
own tyres is easier with the tubeless tyres on cast wheels.
RIGIDITY IMPROVES HANDLING
Motostrano and other motard outfits provide high quality cast wheels for 
most bikes, and say the stiffness of cast wheels improve handling in tight 
corners, braking and sudden direction changes when used as a motard 
option on dirt bikes.
CUSTOMISED LOOK
Do cast wheels look better? That’s up to each motard rider. Personally, 
we love it, but if you hate the look, pay double for a budget spoked 
wheel kit (or triple for the quality ones); it’s more important to love your 
supermotard than save the money!

THE DOWNSIDE OF CAST WHEELS
What’s not good about cast wheels for motard use? Cast wheels are 
heavier, mainly because the cush drive adds weight. This can be 
minimised by using cast wheels with smaller cush drives, like the Suzuki 
or Honda 250 sports bikes, for your supermoto project. But if you hate 
the idea of a few extra kilograms, then spoked wheels may be the way to 
go.
Going to jump your motard bike? Stay with spoked wheels, as they have 
more ‘give’ in them, and general consensus is that they are stronger 
and can take the stress of jumps much better. Some motard riders on 
supermoto forums say they jump their bikes on cast wheels with no 
problems, but we reckon play it safe, spend the extra money and go the 
spoked wheels.

which cast wheelS ARE BEST
Decided to go the cast wheels to motard your Husky? Theoretically 
you can adapt almost any sports wheels if you are prepared to spend 
the time and money having them machined to fit, but it makes sense to 



choose the easiest wheels to adapt. Riders have mostly used wheels from 
the Suzuki RGV250, Honda CBR250R, CBR250RR and even the Suzuki 
GS500. So which are the best models to use?
The biggest problem? Getting that rear cast wheel to fit in the swingarm. 
The vast majority of road bike wheels are simply too wide in the rear hub, 
needing a specialist lathe to machine the rear hub, and the front wheels 
are too wide to use a speedo drive. The Suzuki RGV250 and Honda 
NSR250, NS250 and NSR250RR models, and almost every bike in 
existence fall into this category. It pays not to even look at the larger bikes; 
the cush drives are extremely heavy to cope with all that horsepower, 
and often they won’t fit even if you machine the hub down as much as 
possible.
You can machine the hub to fit on 250 sports bikes, but for most of us this 
will add hundreds of dollars to the overall cost and make spoked wheels 
a better option. 250 cush drives are ideal as they are designed to cope 
with roughly the same horsepower at the rear wheel as the Huskies. 
We’ve ruled out the RGV250 because both axle sizes are incorrect for the 
Huskies and the rear hub is still too wide.

CBR250RR WHEELS FIT STRAIGHT IN
We highly recommend the CBR250R and CBR250RR wheels. Why?
The rear hub fits the Huskies, and dramatically cuts your costs. What’s 
more, the original rear wheel spacers can be used, and the 220mm rear 
disc is the perfect size for the TE610 (a Honda 240mm disc is readily 
available for the TE450 and TE510), and even lines up without needing 
to move the caliper at all! The only downside for perfectionists is that this 
means the rear wheel is a few mm off centre, but this doesn’t affect your 
handling or steering geometry and allows a 150/70-17 tyre to fit in without 
hitting the chain. Tyres with a 150 width are more popular so you have a 
wider, and possibly cheaper, range of rear tyres to choose from.
High level competition motarders often offset their rear wheels by far more 
than this to fit 170+ rear tyres but avoid chain rub. The four inch rear rim 
takes a stock 140/70-17 rear tyre which just fits in with a bit of wriggling — 
perfect! It will comfortably take a 150 but you will need to trim the bolts on 
your chain guard to allow fitting. The CBR sprockets don’t work as they fit 
428 chains, but there are numerous Honda sprockets for 520 chains that 
fit straight on; more on that later.
The CBR axles are easier to fit to the Huskies. The front axle works well 
in the Husky front forks, and the rear axle works nicely once you add axle 
shims; more on that later.
The CBR cast wheels take a 110/70-17, and the 120 front tyre is standard 
on spoked motard wheels. You can fit one a 120 tyre with a flatter profile to 
CBR rims which allows a wide choice of tyres, but the 110 works well. The 
CBR250R and RR are one of the most common track bikes in 250 racing, 
and those riders get some crazy lean angles on these 110 tyres. Unless 
you’re in high level motard racing, 120 tyres are simply a cosmetic option. 
If you still want a 120 width front tyre, you can choose a different front 
wheel that will allow this.

buying your cbr cast wheels
The CBR250RR was a very popular model in Japan. Honda did not 
officially export this model to many countries, but they were imported 
privately in large batches around the world. Previous users of this info 
pack in the USA have occasionally said they needed to source one or both 
wheels from other countries due to a scarcity of wheels, but that the cost 



was only US$50 for postage on average. As mentioned, it may be easier 
to opt for the 16 inch Fireblade front wheel and VTR250 (MC33) rear 
wheel if you have trouble accessing CBR250RR wheels in the States.
Obviously the cheaper your wheels are, the better. As a rough rule of 
thumb, expect to pay somewhere around AUD$500 for your wheels. 
You can get them a lot cheaper on Ebay or through forums, but some 
wreckers will expect AUD$500 for just wheels, or around $600 with rear 
disc (TE610 only) and rear axle. 
But CBR250RR wheels are common at larger wreckers in most 
countries and they often do good prices to get rid of surplus pairs in 
countries like Australia where large batches were imported.
Remember to check wheels for any signs of damage. Insist that they are 
spun on a fixed axle so you can check for wobbles or flat spots. Spin the 
bearings to see if they need replacing or not. Get a caliper measurement 
on the rear disc (if for the TE610), they can look fine but actually be 
illegal with little apparent wear.
Make sure the central hub spacer that sits between the wheel bearings 
is in both hubs; this reduces lateral stress on your bearings.
HONDA WHEEL MODELS
Here are the details of the models you should be chasing for front 
wheels.
HONDA - CBR 250 RR  (MC22) 1990 to 1999 models
You can also use the NSR250RR front wheel which is identical to the 
above (you can’t use the rear wheel though!). The correct model is:
HONDA  NSR 250 RR (MC28) 1994 model onward.
If you opt for the 16 inch Fireblade front wheel, these are the models:
• CBR 900 RR    1994-1995   Year Code:R,S   Type Code:SC28/G034
• CBR 900 RR   1996-1997   Year Code:T,V   Type Code:SC33/H294.

Here are the details of the models you should be chasing for rear 
wheels.
HONDA - CBR 250 RR  (MC22) 1990 to 1999 models
As mentioned, you can also use the Honda VTR250 rear wheel, if you 
don’t mind it having five ‘spokes’ instead of six. Apart from this it is 
identical to the CBR250RR rear wheel. The model is:
HONDA VTR 250 (MC33) 1998 to 2007 models.

TRY TO GET THE REAR DISC (TE610) & AXLES WITH THE WHEELS
Remember you will also need these parts with your wheels if possible, 
as the wreckers will usually throw them in cheaper as a bundle:
• front axle from CBR250RR or NSR250RR mentioned above
• rear axle from CBR250RR, CBR250R, or VTR250 mentioned above 
• 220mm rear disc from a CBR250RR or VTR250 mentioned above.
If you can’t get a CBR rear axle, buy a 17mm diameter axle from the 
wreckers that is at least 270mm long. If it is longer than this, you can 
use spacers on either end although it will start to look odd if the axle 
sticks out too much, and you’ll need a thick washer to take up the slack.
PLEASE NOTE: The CBR250RR 220mm rear disc is only for the TE610 
model! The TE450 and TE510 have a 240mm rear disc so you need to 
buy the following disc on Ebay for around $60 new and delivered:
• Rear 240mm disc from Honda NSS 250,CB400, CB500, CB750, 
CB900, XL600 or Hornet 919.  

To be absolutely sure you’ve got the right disc from the right year model; 
check the specifications at www.metalgear.com.au. They should be:



• outer diameter 240mm
• inner diameter 105mm
• centre of one bolt hole to the centre of the opposite bolt hole: 125mm
• number of bolt holes: 4.
If you can’t get a CBR rear axle, buy a 17mm diameter axle from the 
wreckers that is at least 270mm long. If it is longer than this, you can use 
spacers on either end although it will start to look odd if the axle sticks out 
too much, and you’ll need a thick washer to take up the slack.

adapting cbr250rR wheels
REAR WHEEL OPTIONS
This kit assumes you will keep the rear wheel as is, and use the existing 
CBR250R 17mm diameter axle. The rear wheel can be adapted to the 
20mm diameter DRZ axle, but the hub needs to be machined out to take 
larger bearings. In our opinion this is risky as it is reducing the strength of 
the rear hub so we don’t supply measurements or instructions for this.

WHAT YOU NEED
• Wheels, tyres, rear disc and axles
• All spacers and sleeves machined to the dimensions supplied
• M6 (metric 6mm) high tensile bolts, washers & Nyloc nuts to attach the 
front disc to the disc adapter

• If not using your existing front disc, you’ll need to buy another Husky 
front disc or a KTM front disc (see below)

• Loctite to apply to all nuts
• Rear sprocket from other Honda models (see below).

If any of the bearings are worn here are the replacement ones:
• 2 x front wheel bearings 6004RS (20x42x12 sealed ball bearings)
• 2 x rear wheel bearings 6203LU (17x40x12 sealed ball bearings)
• 1 x sprocket drive bearing 6204DU (20x47x14 sealed ball bearing).

TYRES
The CBR250RR or NSR250RR front wheel takes a 110/70-16 tyre as 
standard. You can fit a 120/60-17 but it will wrap around to some extent so 
the extra tyre width is not used; the standard 110 width is the ideal. The 
110 width tyres are often cross ply so they are quite a bit cheaper than the 
120 radial front tyres.
If using the CBR900RR Fireblade 16” front wheel, you will definitely need 
the higher profile 120/80-16 tyre. If you use a 70 or 60 profile tyre the 
rolling diameter of the front wheel is too small and the bike will not handle 
very well.
The CBR250RR rear wheel can take either a 140/70-17 or 150/60-17 tyre. 
The 140 width tyres are often cross ply so they are quite a bit cheaper 
than the 150 radial front tyres.

REAR SPROCKET
The Honda CBR250RR rear sprockets are for 428 chains, and you need 
sprockets that can take the 520 chain of the DRZ400. 
Ideally you should get a rear sprocket from early Honda XR250’s. These 
fit straight on the CBR250 sprocket drive, and have a wide range of teeth. 
You’ll probably find you want a sprocket around 42 teeth or less. These 
early 1981 to 1987 XR250 model sprockets fit straight on:
• RB 81
• RC/RD 82-83
• RE 84



• RF 85
• RG/HG 86-87.
These 1999 to 2005 Yamaha sprockets should also fit:
• Yamaha WR400 FL 1999 model
• Yamaha WR400 FM 2000 model
• Yamaha WR400 FN 2001 model
• Yamaha WR426 all year models
• Yamaha WR450 up to at least 2005 model.
If any of these are unavailable for some reason, the following can be used 
too, but the range of teeth may be limited:
• Honda CBR 250 RH (MC17) (import) 87
• NSR250 import 94 (MC28).
We are relying on the information provided on the Wemoto site, so feel free to 
double check all these specifications yourself:
http://www.wemoto.com/
Double check your chosen sprocket against these measurements below from 
a standard CBR250R sprocket. You should find the bolt holes on the above 
models are a tiny fraction of a mm wider which makes no difference as the 
shaped heads of the sprocket bolts are what holds the sprocket in place:

REAR DISC
The standard 220mm Honda rear discs will work on:
- all the TE610 models
- TE250 2005 and 2006
- TE450 and TE510 2002 to 2005.
According to Husqvarna, all other year models have 240mm rear discs so you 
would then need to buy the following Honda rear disc:
• Rear 240mm disc from Honda NSS 250,CB400, CB500, CB750, CB900, 
XL600 or Hornet 919. 

If you can’t get this rear disc from the wreckers it won’t be an issue as you 
can buy cheap new Chinese ones on Ebay for around AUD$70 shipped. 



To be absolutely sure you’ve got the right disc from the right year model; 
check the specifications at www.metalgear.com.au. They should be:
• outer diameter 240mm
• inner diameter 105mm
• centre of one bolt hole to the centre of the opposite bolt hole: 125mm
• number of bolt holes: 4.
If you don’t use your existing front disc, you can buy another Husqvarna 
disc quite cheaply on Ebay. The disc adapter also has the bolt pattern 
for the KTM EXC front disc which will be quite a bit cheaper because it is 
such a popular model. It has the same thickness and outer diameter as 
the Husky front disc.

SPACERS 
Ensure a competent machinist accurately creates your spacers and 
axle sleeves from the supplied measurements. If you use alloy it is your 
responsibility to obtain professional advice on the type to use, and the 
desired measurements to ensure safety and comply with any road safety 
and vehicle standards and regulations. 

SPEEDO
You will need to put a magnet on your front disc if you don’t use your 
stock one. You can purchase small magnets called “Rare Earth magnets” 
on Ebay very cheaply, then just superglue one to your disc. 
Here’s how to recalibrate your existing speedo.
Hold down the speedo button firmly.
Keep holding it down while you turn the key on, and wait for “WS” (wheel 
size) to appear in the bottom righthand corner.
It’s tricky, but keep the button held down while you start the bike (you’ll 
probably need a second person to help out here).
Keep the button down and flash that blue high beam switch five times.
Finally, you get to release that button! You should have 002 showing 
which is for the 21 inch front wheel.
Press the button one more time and you should get 001 which is for 18 
inch motard wheels.
Please note that motard wheels are actually 17 inches so your speedo 
will read slightly lower than it should.



identifying your wheels

CBR250RR (MC22) FRONT WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: “J 17xMT3.00 DOT 
MT3.00x17 Enkai”
20mm front axle
Takes a 110/70-17 front tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 74mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of actual bolts for disc: 6mm

FIREBLADE FRONT WHEELS
CBR900RR 1994-1997
Stamped on wheel: J16 x MT3.50 DOT Enkai
20mm front axle
Takes a 130/70-16 front tyre as standard (we 
recommend 120/80-16 for motard use)
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 74mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of actual bolts for disc: 6mm
CBR900RR 1995-1998 & CBR400RR 1988 -1994
Haven’t tested these wheels yet but have the right bolt 
pattern, and also 17 inch. Very good chance they’ll  
work.



CBR250RR (MC22) REAR WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: J17xMT4.00 DOT Enkai
17mm rear axle
140/70-17 or 150/60-17 tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 105mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 125mm
Number of bolts: 4
Diameter of bolt holes for disc: 10.5mm

VTR250 1998-2007  
(MC33) REAR WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: J17MXMT 4.00 DOT
17mm rear axle
Takes a 140/70-17 tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 105mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 125mm
Number of bolts: 4
Diameter of bolt holes for disc: 10.5mm
Remember this wheel has the same specs except for 
having five ‘spokes’. 
NOTE: Don’t confuse this with the VTR250 models from 
the 1980s (only three ‘spokes’ and rear drum brake).

All the above information is based on models imported to Australia. We can’t guarantee that all models 
worldwide have the same specifications, but no indication of any changes could be found.
This is not an exhaustive list, only wheels tested to date. If you find other Honda wheels that have the same 
bolt hole pattern there is a very good chance they will work with this motard adaptation.
Usually there is more information stamped on the wheels, only the relevant wheel size has been mentioned.



LEFT REAR WHEEL SPACER (sprocket side)

RIGHT REAR WHEEL SPACER (disc side)

FRONT SPACER NON-DISC SIDE

FRONT SPACER DISC SIDE

FRONT WHEEL REAR WHEEL

TE610 2008+ SPACERS TO BE MACHINED

20.1 mm

20.1 mm

18mm

63mm

27.9mm 

27.9mm 

10mm

33 mm 17.1mm

4 mm
6 mm

28mm

23 mm

33 mm

17 mm6mm

28mm 17.1mm

REAR SPROCKET SIDE AXLE SHIM

17.2 mm

18mm

24.8mm 

REAR DISC SIDE AXLE SHIM

PLEASE NOTE: This kit was developed on a 2008 TE610. Husqvarna assures us that the wheels are all 
interchangeable on the later models with 25mm axles but this doesn’t appear to be true (PLEASE READ THE 
APPENDIX! I’d suggest you mock up the wheel spacers with a pile of big washers from the hardware store first 
to see if the specs provided will suit your bike. If they don’t please let me know so I can advise via the website 
if there is a difference on some year models. Specs for a 2006 TE610 and 2006 TE250 in the appendix.

17.2 mm

40mm

24.8mm 

4 x REAR DISC SPACERS
These go between the rear hub and 
rear disc to correctly align the disc in 
the caliper. You can easily buy these as 
washers if you don’t want to machine 
them, as 2mm is a common thickness.

10-11 mm

2mm

14+mm



how it all goes together
The following diagrams will make it easy to install your motard cast wheels on your Husky. It 
may pay to write the name of each spacer in fine indelible ink to make it even easier.
FRONT WHEEL
The CBR250RR or NSR250RR front axle is used for the front wheel. 

REAR WHEEL

Use your 
standard Husky 
chain tensioner 
block here

Use the supplied 
laser-cut chain 
tensioner block 
here

Swing arm

Disc-side 
wheel spacer

Sprocket-side 
wheel spacer

CBR250R or CBR250RR rear axle

Sprocket-
side axle 
sleeve

CBR250RR or NSR250RR 20mm front axle

Fork leg
(non-disc side)

Fork leg
(disc side)

Front non-disc 
side spacer

This spacer and the axle should 
be flush with the fork leg once 
the axle bolt is tightened

Front 
disc 
side 
spacer

Rear 
caliper 
bracket

Disc-side 
axle sleeve

CRITICAL SAFETY ISSUES
PUMP YOUR BRAKES BEFORE RIDING
Because the pads are prised apart to take the wider discs, you will need to apply the brakes up to six times before 
your brakes work again. It is crucial to do this before riding, otherwise you’ll sail into your first corner without brakes!

APPLY LOCTITE TO ALL BOLTS
Again, it is crucial to apply Loctite or another bolt adhesive to your front and rear disc/rotor bolts, caliper adapter bolts, 
sprocket bolts and axle bolts. Recheck everything before you ride, you can never be too cautious.

CHECK THE CAST WHEELS REGULARLY
Honda make great wheels. The CBR250s have been used by many riders in road racing, and on older models some 
of these wheels have seen 20 years of racing with no problems. Generally you should have no troubles unless you 
jump the bike, hit a curb hard, or crash the bike. If damaged, cast wheels typically show stress fractures that gradually 
increase in size, so it pays to regularly check your wheels for these, especially during tyre changes when you can 
check the inside of the rims. The moment these show it is time to replace the wheel.



NUTS, BOLTS AND WASHERS FOR DISC ADAPTER 
We recommend using high tensile bolts and nuts for with Loctite securing the disc and disc 
adapter plate although they’ll need to be rust-proofed.  Some riders do use stainless steel 
instead. These will be M8 (metric thread, 8mm thread). For added security, get slightly longer 
bolts and get Nyloc nuts to go on top of the existing high tensile nuts. 

2mm thick washers 
go on the inside of 
the rear disc here to 
align it correctly



potential issues
Very few people have used the Husky info pack so we are relying on feedback 
for possible issues that may arise. Everything worked on our test bike but here 
are details we’ve had from the two guys who have used the info pack to date.

SPACERS WON’T FIT INTO THE DUST SEALS?
The specifications we supply for the spacers will usually fit into the dust seals 
on the wheels. Very occasionally a set of wheels will have dust seals with 
a smaller inner diameter and the spacers won’t fit. if so, you can either use 
a Stanley knife and simply cut the inner lip of the dust seal away until there 
is sufficient room, or just take the dust seals to a bearing shop and get dust 
seals with the correct internal diameter. Here is feedback from one user:
“Basically I cut around (vertically) running along the alloy ‘step’ in the dust 
seal. Then using a flat screwdriver, I scooped out the remaining portion of the 
seal, exposing the horizontal metal strip. Once I had it clean like this I put in a 
good dollop of molly grease, basically running it around where the seal was, to 
give it a bit of protection against the elements and prevent any metal-on-metal 
friction that may occur.

REAR WHEEL NOT SPINNING FREELY WHEN THE AXLE IS TIGHTENED?
The rear wheel spun freely on our test bike, but one user did find the rear disc 
rubbed on his rear caliper and he needed to file away a small lip on the inside 
of the rear caliper. His comments are below:
“I spent some time carefully looking over everything, and checking clearances, 
thinking it was the brake pads again. Turns out it wasn’t, but rather a little lip 
in the caliper itself. A combination of brand new pads and the thicker disc was 
causing the disc and lip to contact. My solution was simple - using a file I took 
away a bit of the lip, then I bolted everything up and went for a ride. And that’s 
it - everything is running great!”
GEARING: TAKING LINKS OUT OF THE CHAIN FOR A SMALLER REAR 
SPROCKET?
The TE610 has a 114 link chain, the SM610, 112 link. Both have the same 
sprockets (15t front, 45t rear). 
You obviously won’t need to take out any links if you stay with a 45 tooth 
sprocket. But personally we liked the gearing on the TE610 and used a 42 
tooth rear sprocket to suit the smaller diameter rear motard wheel.
There is little difference between 16t F/45T R and 15t F/42t R, with less then 
1km/h top speed difference. The main difference in in chain use - 15/42 needs 
the rear wheel moved 12.8mm back to have the same chain tension as 15/45. 
This is beyond the ability of the bike, thus chain needs to be shortened by one 
link. 
16/45 needs the rear wheel to be moved 3.7mm forward, well within the chain 
adjustment available; all while having similar effect. 
For easiest setup and adaptability (ie. you can convert it back with minimum 
fuss/effort), it may be best to keep the TE either at stock gearing, switch to a 
42 rear for the motard trim and lose a link-pair off the chain, or switch to a 16 
front and keep the stock chain.



change over
Ideally your changeover time from trail DRZ400 to motard DRZ400 
should only take 15 minutes once you get the hang of it. Always use 
a bike hoist to raise your bike, and ensure it is carefully balanced to 
ensure your safety. Ideally it should be a two-person job with one 
person stabilising the bike. Rubber grips on the top of your bike hoist 
can greatly reduce the chances of your DRZ400 spinning or sliding off 
the hoist. Always use Loctite on all bolts when fitting your wheels!

GEARING AND SPROCKETS
One way to minimise the hassle is to use the same chain and rear 
sprocket sizes if possible. If you run this way, it is advisable to run the 
largest countershaft sprocket possible and match this to a small rear 
sprocket, say around 37 to 42 teeth. If you want lower gearing for trail, 
you can then put on a much smaller countershaft sprocket, and with 
care, you can use the same chain and just adjust your snail cams 
accordingly.
However, if you aren’t happy with compromising your gearing and 
uneven wear, it’s better to simply have a chain and set of sprockets for 
each setup, and simply add 10 minutes to your changeover time.

POSSIBLE ISSUES WHEN FITTING
Your brake pad pistons are used to the much narrower DRZ400 discs. 
You will need to prise these apart to slip the CBR discs in.
Also, there will be some disc rub until the brake pistons adapt to the 
wider discs; this is normal so just give your calipers time to adjust. If 
your brake pads have worn unevenly, the CBR discs may not centre 
perfectly within the calipers. Either give the pistons time to adjust, or get 
1mm wide high tensile washers and simply move the caliper adapter 
to suit. To move outward, you would add these washers to where the 
adapter bolts to the fork leg. To move inward, add the washers to where 
the caliper attaches to the adapter.
The bolt holes in your caliper adapter are designed to be a very close 
fit to the bolts and may need screwing or light tapping to get into the 
adapter plate. This is an added security precaution; if the nuts came 
loose despite the locknuts and use of Loctite, it will still take time for the 
bolts to work loose and hopefully the change in front braking would give 
you time to notice something is wrong!
The finish on these wheels is only a basic satin black enamel and many 
motard riders prefer to customise the colour of their motard wheels. This 
enamel finish is easily chipped during fitting if care is not taken. It is not 
a durable finish like ‘two pack’, so basic touch ups can be done with 
satin black enamel spray paint; ideally the wheels should be resprayed 
in a durable paint and colour of the rider’s choice.



appendix a te610 2006
A big thanks to James for sending in this info on fitting the CBR250RR wheels to his 2006 
TE610.

I finished my motard conversion for my 2007 Husqvarna TE610 this week, using the Honda 
cast wheels and your information pack.    
REAR WHEEL ISSUE
The spacers for the rear wheel were spot on - it all bolted up nicely with a brand new Honda 
XR 38 tooth sprocket and new CBR250RR rear disc. Everything seemed fine until I tried to 
tighten the axle nut. I had clearance issues with the rear disc and the rear caliper mount. 
When I tightened the axle nut, it moves the swingarm and disc together, causing contact 
with the outer edge of the disc and the inside of the caliper mount at the narrowest point. It 
was so severe it locked the wheel solid in my case! I pulled it apart and tried filing down the 
ridge on the caliper mount that was causing the problem, but I needed to remove so much 
material it would have taken weeks! My solution was to remove the 2mm spacers from 
behind the disc, and take to the ridge on the caliper mount with a 4” angle grinder (carefully 
of course!!). I removed probably 3-4mm of material from the problem ridge. Opening up this 
small gap and removing the spacers now has the rear disc nicely centred in the pads and 
turning freely with the axle tightened. (see pic).
FRONT WHEEL ISSUES
I found the front wheel spacers to be a bit off for my bike. When I first fit everything up, the 
front wheel was off centre to the non-disc side by a fair bit. I fitted the disc and caliper and 
the caliper was 9-10mm off the mount. I also had the non-disc side spacer sticking out the 
fork leg (see pic). I took the disc side spacer back to the machine shop and got them to 
halve it - from 18mm wide to 9mm wide. This would move the wheel as close to in line with 
the caliper as possible, whilst just barely keeping the wheel dust seal from rubbing the inner 
fork leg on the disc side by 1mm (see pic). I fitted this up and it worked out great - the disc 
and caliper line up, and there is a small amount of clearance left between the wheel and fork 
leg. 
This also moved the non-disc side spacer to be flush with the end of the axle, however both 
were now about 3-3.5mm inside the fork leg. I bought a few washers with a 14mm ID and 
as close to 28mm OD as possible, then filed the OD down to sit inside the fork leg. 14mm 
ID allows the axle bolt to pass through, but not the axle itself. These acted as a spacer for 
the axle bolt, so that I could tighten the axle bolt without pulling the fork leg out of alignment. 
With the washers in place, I still have about 16mm of thread (of about 20mm total) on the 
bolt securing the axle.  
FRONT ROTOR ISSUE
The last small issue I had was the front rotor. My TE610 has M6 rotor bolts, which are too 
small for the adapter plate bolt holes. I measured the adapter plate holes and found a M7 
bolt would be a tight fit. So I bought high tensile M7 bolts, nuts, washers and nyloc nuts, and 
drilled the mounting holes on my new 320mm disc out 1mm to 7mm. When bolted up, the 
M7 bolts just squeeze through the disc and adapter plate. The only problems were M7 fas-
teners being like hens teeth, and drilling the rotor holes ruined a brand new drill bit. I tried to 
fit M8 bolts through the adapter plate holes, but there was no way they were going through 
without redrilling both the adapter plate and the rotor.
In hindsight, mocking them up with washers would have been a good idea as you say. Find-
ing solid info on the specs of any but the latest Huskys is a nightmare even on the net! I 
have read in a few forums though that there was a change in fork manufacturer in 07/08/09 
or so I think, which may account for the difference? Very hard to find any definitive answers 
unfortunately!!
In the end everything came together ok, all tightened, loctite-ed, checked and double 
checked. Took the bike for a short test ride and wow it is great fun, and stops like my sports 
bike!!  Thanks again for doing the hard yards to make up the conversion package. 
Regards, James







appendix a te250 2006
A big thanks to Alisdair for sending in this info on fitting the CBR250RR wheels to his 2006 
TE250 (stamped 2005). Take careful note of this info as there is very likely the same specs 
will apply to the 450 and 510 Huskies as well!

This was the last of the blue and yellow models before they went to the red and white colour 
scheme. Little was changed beyond colour scheme between 2005 and 2007, but it would 
pay to check of course.

I have been a long time getting this done, but it is done. I thought i would take time to thank 
you for your assistance and the very useful set of instructions and advice.

The Honda rear wheel spacers fit the bike perfectly, no need for washers even. The wheel is 
centred and the disc is perfect for the job.

2. The front spacers were different to those specified for the TE610 though.

Non disc side spacer needs to be 78mm (not 63mm).

Disc side needs to be 13mm (not 18mm).

3. I used 1.6mm x 2 washers on the front caliper in order to move it inwards so that it lined 
up with the disc.

So far as I could judge the front wheel is within a mm or so of being perfectly centred.

Gearing: Currently I am running a 13T-46T combination and, although I have a 40T if I need, 
I would prefer not to use it. Front swap is so much easier.
Once again, thank you for the assistance.


